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It’s All About Trust!

In February, national news media highlighted the struggle that some hospitals
are facing in getting staff vaccinated for COVID-19. One hospital featured was

Roseland Community Hospital in Chicago, a facility that serves local Black residents
and has a high proportion of Black providers and staff. In this case, the problem was
not access to vaccine, but vaccine hesitancy.

I was somewhat shocked by this. After all, Blacks have been hit so much harder
than other Americans by this virus. And these careworkers, like somany others across
the country, have been battling in a fierce war that has taken many friends and family.
Wouldn’t the staff be eager to get some protection for themselves and, indirectly,
their loved ones? I listened carefully to an interview with a care worker. She said she
wasn’t sure. The vaccine came along too fast. She was concerned about safety. This
hesitancy was not about lack of education; it was about trust.

Black Americans have many reasons to be wary. The classic example of a root
cause for this, of course, is the infamous Tuskegee Syphilis Study, which began in
1932 and ended in 1972.1 During this time, Public Health Service officials decided
not to treat a cohort of Black men with syphilis so they could study the natural history
of the disease. It seems barbaric today, but it was real. Clearly, to those public health
officials, Black lives did NOTmatter. It took until 1997 for the United States to issue a
public apology, articulated by then-President Bill Clinton. But how can words alone
erase such a heinous act?

In some weird way, the news about vaccine hesitancy among Black Americans
also helped me understand why we have so much difficulty enrolling Black patients
on clinical trials. If it is difficult for them to accept a proven remedy for a disease that is
killing people in front of them, how much harder might it be to trust the potential
benefit of an experimental cancer drug? Or to enroll in a trial where they might
receive a placebo? A recent study of registration trials for new cancer drugs showed
that only 1.9% of trial participants are Black, while US cancer statistics indicate that
10.8% of patients with cancer are Black.2 Something is wrong with this picture.

We in healthcare are embracing a number of strategies to change this. Obvi-
ously, there is an emphasis on bringing more healthcare workers of color onto every
team. We have worked at the community level, especially in faith-based organi-
zations, to encourage trust. And we have tried to emphasize diversity in messaging,
including in educational materials.

But I think the basic lesion is a fundamental one. I don’t think trust will be
achieved until it is clear, in every sector of our society, by our words and by our
actions, that Black lives DO matter.
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